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ABSTRACT
Flow is the experience of deep absorption in a demanding, intrinsically-motivating task conducted with skill. We consider how to measure behavioural correlates of flow from fine-grained process data extracted from programming environments. Specifically, we propose measuring affective factors related to flow non-intrusively based on log data. Presently, such affective factors are typically measured intrusively (by self-report), which naturally will break the flow. We evaluate our approach in a pilot study, where we use log data and survey data collected from an introductory programming course. The log data is fine-grained, containing timestamped actions at the keystroke level from the process of solving programming assignments, while the survey data has been collected at the end of every completed assignment. The survey data in the pilot study comprises of Likert-like items measuring perceived educational value, perceived difficulty, and students’ self-reported focus when solving the assignments. We study raw and derived log data metrics, by looking for relationships between the metrics and the survey data. We discuss the results of the pilot study and provide suggestions for future work related to non-intrusive measures of programmer affect.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Having achieved the experiential state of flow – an intrinsically-rewarding state of deep attentional involvement in a challenging task [31] – just to have it interrupted by an incoming call, email, notification from an open web application, or by someone knocking on the door asking “can I ask you a question?”, you might skip the preferred action, for example answering “you already did”. Regardless of the action you choose, the flow is gone and it will take time to regain focus. It might even be the case that the interruption led you to focus on an unnecessary but seemingly important task, which you cannot really do anything about, causing frustration and stress.

While the previous backdrop to our work comes from a situation that could have happened whether working remotely or at an office, the global challenge of the COVID-19 pandemic has made remote work and online tools with a wide variety of reminder and notification functionality central to our knowledge economy. However, this may have come at a cost: the pressures of balancing work and personal life can elicit acute stress in knowledge workers and students. Furthermore, the diminished social visibility has reduced the potential for organizations and universities to successfully adapt their practices to signs of stress, or for peer-groups to provide support, thereby preventing mental health problems from escalating. Therefore, it has become critical to actively monitor remote workers and students for signs of stress and proactively foster healthy task-engagement.

1.1 Flow and stress among (novice) developers

For novice programming students, Bosch et al. found that flow and confusion are the most common affective states students experience in their first programming learning session [2]. However, students also experience negative states such as boredom and frustration. Experiencing flow during programming was positively correlated while confusion was mostly negatively correlated with performance in Bosch et al.’s study. Bosch et al. did not study stress directly, and found that anxiety – which perhaps most closely relates to stress out of the affective states they studied – was rare. However, Leppink et al. found that college students in general had high levels of stress and that being stressed tends to lead to worse academic performance [27].

The state of the art in measuring the flow experience and stress in software engineering is based on intrusive methods. Stress level and flow state are estimated with questionnaires, sometimes augmented...
1.2 Flow and stress as mental and physiological states

Flow and stress are strongly related mental and physiological states. Flow is defined as the mental state occurring when a person is so much concentrated on an activity that they lose track of time and awareness of the self. This can occur when the difficulty of a task matches or slightly exceeds the individual skills [31]. However, as illustrated in Figure 1 (left side), if skills exceed demands, anxiety or stress (c.f. [21]) may also occur. Physiologically, flow and stress are also characterised by high physiological arousal, as indicated by increased sympathetic nervous system activation [32]. Although flow is generally experienced as positive, accumulated stress-system activity caused by daily challenges is well known to have severe negative health effects [30].

Though similar task demands can therefore equally elicit flow and stress, these two states result from very different appraisals. Appraisals are high level summaries of cognitive load and affective states as either within one’s capability and volition or outside (see the right side of Figure 1). In other words, appraisals determine whether a task is seen as ‘challenging, not overwhelming, and a well known to have severe negative health effects [30]. These methods are good for research, but not for long-term monitoring. Moreover, physiological data are typically difficult to interpret without surveys. For example, valence can be measured by facial observation (e.g., with EMG – electromyography, or camera), but that alone is unreliable as, for example, smile muscles are also activated by grimace. Thus, there is a strong need to study non-intrusive flow and stress detection.

One option for non-intrusive affective state detection is analyzing typing patterns [9, 19]. Typing patterns are keyboard movement traces of a user that describe latencies between moving from one key to another. They can be used to accurately identify who is typing, also when the user is programming [25, 29]. Previously, Epp et al. [9] have suggested that keystroke dynamics can be used to identify emotional states, including relaxation and tiredness. Recently, stress has also been related to fine-grained log data such as mouse usage [39] and typing force [12]. Perhaps because of certain physiological and psychological similarities of stress and flow, the current nonintrusive prediction approaches rarely make distinction between these two. However, flow depends on the perceived balance between difficulty of the task and skills [17], and previous work in the context of computing education has used typing-pattern changes 1) to detect difficulty in software development [14], 2) to detect programmers’ existing knowledge and performance [8, 22, 26, 40], 3) derived student time-on-task from typing [23], and 4) found out how nonlinear movement in the code while solving the task is often related to the experienced difficulty of the task [10]. Thus, it might be possible to estimate the challenge-skill antecedent of flow with similar log data as well.

1.3 Our proposal: non-intrusive log based flow and stress detection

In this idea paper, we propose the development of non-intrusive methods for automatically inferring programmers’ stress and flow from their working process. Our hypothesis is that appraisals of cognitive resources and affective states moderate the relationship between task demands and stress or flow outcomes. By obtaining a wide variety of psychophysiological and survey data in programming tasks with gradually increasing ecological validity, it could be possible to predict cognitive and affective states resulting in flow or stress. Simultaneously, we propose the collection of multimodal, fine-grained log data that is to be used as features from which to train machine learning models that can detect flow and stress unobtrusively. We believe one can develop a system that automatically recognises appraisals of psychophysiological states, so as to adapt task environments towards optimising flow and reducing stress. Such a system would benefit the future society by facilitating a healthy online work and study environment.

Our overarching hypothesis is that fine-grained log data can reveal the flow experience and stress related to software development. Examples of research objectives we propose in this idea paper are:
O1: How to model flow and acute stress? This question asks what cognitive and affective processes cause flow, and what differentiates flow from stressful high-intensity states in programming work? The model includes cognitive states (attention, control potential, cognitive load) and affective/motivational states (positive/negative affect, withdraw/approach motivation, discrete emotional states, and problem appraisals) to investigate their diagnostic quality as measures of flow and acute stress. The objective is to establish a model of causes and consequences of flow and stress, enhancing flow theory by embedding it in a more quantifiable biological framework.

O2: How to model behaviour using log data? The second question focuses on: What types of log data can be collected non-intrusively from learning environments and other environments used by novice programmers and how are the log data intertwined with each other? Potential data sources include, but are not limited to typing patterns, mouse data, active software, webcam-based psychophysiology, etc. The objective is to understand how different data sources complement each other to provide an illustrative data stream with minimal exposure to sensitive data.

O3: How to use log data and physiology to predict acute stress and flow? Given suitable models of flow and acute stress (after O1), this objective focuses on the minimum-viable measurement properties of flow and acute stress and how well log data predicts it in the context of learning programming? The key focus is behavioural data, which is already often collected [15], although when creating such model, physiological data would also be needed.

O4: how to apply predictive models? Maintaining flow and reducing (negative) stress can yield higher productivity, improve workplace well-being, and reduce stress-related burnouts and learner dropouts. Objective 4 asks: how to use information on programmers’ flow and stress to improve their day-to-day work life? The key focus is on constructing an interface that can be used in combination with other tools to aid programmers’ work (e.g. silencing low-priority notifications in the case of flow).

Overall, the work on O1 could create more insight into the connection between flow and stress, as well as their fluctuations, which then could be used to adjust inputs used for flow and stress for O3. Work on O2 would lead more data for O3, which could increase our understanding of the link between various types of data collected from working environments and flow and stress. Work on O3, including transforming log data into derived metrics that better allow predicting flow and stress, could ultimately lead to applicable predictive models, which would be explored in O4. Together, the understanding formed through the research objectives could lead to a model that could be used to predict flow and stress relying solely on log data collected from the working environment and working process.

1.4 Pilot study
To start this line of work, we conducted a pilot study analyzing data collected from an introductory programming course. Our objective in the pilot study is to explore the feasibility of identifying flow from programming log data. Our research questions for the pilot study are:

RQ1. What is the relation between log data based features and student-reported affective metrics including focus during the task?
RQ2. What is the relationship between educational value, assignment difficulty, and focus in work?

Out of the larger scale research objectives, this pilot study relates to both O2 and O3. Related to O2, we explore different feature engineering options for log data based features, and related to O3, we examine the relationship between log data based features and student reported affective metrics: focus during the task, perceived educational value and assignment difficulty.

2 DATA AND METHODS
2.1 Data
For the pilot study, using an augmented IDE [41], we collected log data and self-reported data from an introductory programming course offered at the University of Helsinki. In the IDE, log data is collected from different student actions within the IDE when
they are working on course assignments. Logs are collected when students insert code (both typing at the keystroke level and pasting code into the editor), when they delete code, when they run their program, and when the editor window focus changes (editor window becomes active/inactive). In the course, when submitting a programming assignment that is assessed as correct by an automated assessment server, students are asked about the educational value and difficulty of the assignment, as well as how focused they were when working on the assignment. The questions were formed as Likert-like questions ranging from not at all (1) to very much so (5). In addition, as students were solving the programming assignments, log data was collected from the students as they were solving programming assignments.

From the log data for each assignment, we extracted the following raw log data based features for each student and assignment pair:

- (1) Number of code inserts (keystrokes)
- (2) Number of code pastes
- (3) Number of code removes
- (4) Number of project runs
- (5) Number of editor window focus changes (i.e. switching from tab to another in the editor)

In addition to the log data features based directly on the raw log data, we process the raw log data into session related features. We derive session indicators that include the following log data based features for coding sessions with pauses that last no longer than one minute, five minutes, ten minutes, and thirty minutes. To determine a single session, we start counting backwards from the point when the survey data related to the affective factors is collected until the first pause that is longer than N minutes (where N is one, five, ten or thirty).

- (1) Number of submitted assignments
- (2) Number of worked on assignments
- (3) Total duration of session

We only included data from students who were active in the course, i.e. had some log events and had completed at least one programming assignment. The data used for this study contained 167,668 completed assignments with answers to the Likert-like questions from a total of 2958 students. No background information on the students was available for this study.

The data was collected and used in accordance with the ethical processes outlined by the University of Helsinki.

### 2.2 Analysis

To answer the first research question, we performed correlation analyses using Spearman’s rank correlation to study the relationship between the extracted log data based features and the self-reported affective features (educational value of assignment, difficulty of assignment, and focus when working on assignment). In the analyses, Bonferroni correction for multiple testing was performed.

To answer the second question, we studied both the correlations for the first research question as well as visually analyzed the relationship of the affective features.

### 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Relationship between log features and student-reported features

The relationship between the log features and student-reported features is described in Table 1. The correlations were calculated using Spearman’s rank correlation, and all the included correlations are statistically significant ($p < 0.001$) after Bonferroni correction.

The correlations, although statistically significant due to the large number of samples, are mostly weak to negligible. The strongest correlations between the log features and the student-reported features are observed between the assignment difficulty and the raw metrics, which include statistics calculated from the events collected for the particular assignment. Here, the strongest correlation is observed between the number of window focus events and the assignment difficulty ($r = 0.36$), which suggests that more difficult assignments require more jumping back and forth between windows. Similarly, in general, it seems that the more difficult assignments require more work from the students, which is also understandable.

On the other hand, the raw metrics correlate relatively poorly with the educational value of the assignment and to what extent the student focused on the work. Correlations here are, in general, also positive – e.g. larger numbers of code inserts was linked with higher educational value.

When looking into the derived features that represent sessions, we observe that many of the correlations (despite being small to negligible) are negative. As an example, the metric “submitted assignments” counts the number of unique assignments that the student has submitted without a break of at least 5 minutes for a specific student assignment pair (i.e., work on previous assignments is also counted to these features, if the work happens so that no pause of at least 5 minutes is observed in the log data). These observations in general suggest that the more assignments the student works on within a session, the lower the educational value, perceived difficulty, and focus is. On the other hand, the derived metric that describes the session length has a weak to negligible positive correlation with the affective metrics. In practice, this indicates that longer sessions suggest better educational value, assignment difficulty, and focus on solving the assignments.

This finding indicates that the sessions where the affective factors were rated the highest – most educational, difficult, and with the greatest focus – were longer sessions where students only worked on few assignments. One possible explanation is that students who are able to complete multiple assignments in quick succession are more experienced in programming beforehand, and thus both do not need to focus on the assignments as much, and do not perceive them as difficult or educational as their less experienced peers. Another potential explanation is that students who concentrate more during the assignment get more out of the assignment, thus rating it more highly regarding educational value and their focus during the assignment.

In addition to correlations, we also tested if multiple linear regression based on the log data could predict the self-reported focus. Even after step-wise feature selection the adjusted $r^2$ remained as low as 0.04. Using logistic regression to predict between low (values 1-3) and high (values 4-5) did not lead to meaningful
Table 1: Spearman correlations between the log derived features and student-reported features (EV = educational value, AD = assignment difficulty, FW = focus in work). The features with a number in parenthesis describe session features, where the extracted values represent data from a continuous session with no breaks lasting more than the number of minutes in the parentheses. The correlations are statistically significant (p-value < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>EV</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>FW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODE INSERTS</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE PASTES</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE REMOVES</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT RUNS</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDOW FOCUS EVENTS</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBMITTED ASSIGNMENTS (1)</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKED ON ASSIGNMENTS (1)</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DURATION (1)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBMITTED ASSIGNMENTS (5)</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKED ON ASSIGNMENTS (5)</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DURATION (5)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBMITTED ASSIGNMENTS (10)</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKED ON ASSIGNMENTS (10)</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DURATION (10)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBMITTED ASSIGNMENTS (30)</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKED ON ASSIGNMENTS (30)</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DURATION (30)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATIONAL VALUE</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSIGNMENT DIFFICULTY</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUSED ON WORK</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results. When 70% of the data was used for creating the model and 30% to test the model, overall accuracy of the model was 0.61. Accuracy of the majority vote baseline classifier was 0.584, signaling that the logistic regression performed poorly.

3.2 Relationship between student-reported features

To study the relationship between the student-reported affective features – perceived assignment difficulty and educational value and focus during work, we both look at the correlations (outlined in Table 1) and plot the features (shown in Figure 2). In general, the correlations between the student-reported features are stronger than the correlations between the student-reported features and log data features. These correlations are mostly moderate. The lowest correlation is between focus and difficulty ($r = 0.29$), while the strongest correlation is between educational value and difficulty ($r = 0.54$). The correlation between educational value and focus is moderate ($r = 0.47$).

We plotted the relationship of the three values to further study how they are related. The plot outlining the relationship of assignment difficulty, educational value, and focus is shown in Figure 2. In general, we observe a positive correlation between all the variables. At the same time, with very difficult assignments (4-5 out of 5), we observe that the educational value does not increase regardless of focus. In fact, with lower focus (1-2 out of 5), the educational value of the assignment decreases if the assignment is considered very difficult as evidenced by the lower value for educational value for focus levels 1 and 2 when going from difficulty 4 to 5.

We do not know, however, whether this is a correlation or causation; it is possible, for example, that the students are distracted by something which then causes them to both lose focus and to perceive the assignments as having less educational value.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this idea paper, we proposed the development of non-intrusive methods of automatically detecting programmers’ stress and flow from log data. As a pilot study on this topic, we explored data collected in an introductory programming course. In the pilot study, we examined the correlation between student self-reported affective factors and log data features. Our results suggest that the correlation between simple log features and student self-reported affective metrics is weak, which is in line with prior work by Henrie et al. who explored measuring engagement from log data [11]. In contrast with their work which did not find statistically significant relationships, however, we found the relationship between log data and student affective states statistically significant; possibly due to the larger amount of data available in this study. Our results also support earlier findings where it was suggested that certain types of data (e.g. IDE log data or survey data) correlate well within their own type (e.g. some IDE log data feature with another IDE log data feature) and worse across different types of data (e.g. IDE log data feature with a survey data feature) [24].

There are a few possible explanations for the finding that the correlation between self-reported focus and log data was weak. First and foremost, the data was collected from a programming course, where the participants likely do not know the topic yet and need
to switch back and forth between the programming environment and the learning materials, potentially also looking for help from other sources. In the pilot, we relied on data that was collected from the programming environment. Thus, we do not—for example—know about how and whether the students used other resources or programs. It is possible that to accurately measure flow and stress, one needs to collect multimodal data; for example, in addition to the log data from the programming environment, one could collect data related to information seeking behavior or collect observational data from classrooms with students solving the assignments [35]. Another potential avenue for further exploration is that there are student and/or assignment specific factors that we did not consider: in the pilot study, we averaged data over all students and all assignments. For example, some prior work has found that in the context of modeling student learning, there might be a sub-population of students who produce high quality data that would work better than using all student data [42]. Additionally, it is possible that with further feature engineering, i.e. transforming the raw log data into better features, we could have found stronger links between the affective factors and the log data derived features. Lastly, one possible explanation of course is that flow and stress cannot be accurately measured from non-intrusively collected data, such as log data as was the case in our pilot study.

One aspect of our future work is using physiological data to measure students’ stress and flow in addition to self-reported data to possibly gain a more accurate view of the ground truth related to students’ affective states. Additionally, we are interested in taking prior programming experience into account in the analysis as it is possible that flow and stress detection work differently for experienced and novice programmers. Lastly, regarding the analysis, we are going to explore more advanced data analyses than those conducted in the reported pilot study. For example, instead of looking at self-reported affect values directly, we are interested in taking deviations in these, essentially taking students’ basic affect levels into account, and similarly taking assignment specific factors such as difficulty into account in the analysis.
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